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ARKANSAS TECH UNIVERSITY 
Procurement and Travel Services 

Young Building East End 
203 West O Street 

Russellville, AR  72801‐2222 
 
April 12, 2017 

   ADDENDUM NO. 2 
 
To:    Prospective Respondents 
 
From:    Procurement Services 
 
Subject:  Questions and Answers 

RFP 17‐033  Marketing and Advertising Services 
 

 

1) Do participating agencies need to provide any spec creative work or will all creative be handled 
internally by the university? The creative work will be handled internally, but we would like to 
see work, if available, knowing there may be a need to use an agency at some point in the 
future.  
 

2) Of the $800,000 budget, does any of that need to be allocated for resizing creative or designing any 
new creative for the campaign? No.  Will all artwork used for the media campaign be provided by 
ATU? Yes.  
 

3) Please define agency production department. Are you referring to web, video, digital, print or 
others? All of the above. 
 

4) Is there an incumbent agency you are currently working with? Yes. 
 

5) How important is the television component of a proposed media plan for ATU? We believe the 
budget you've allocated is a healthy one, but TV has the potential to consume a large share of 
it if that's important to you. Is TV a must-have for this effort, and if so, is there a target percentage 
of the spend you'd like to see for TV? We would like to include television but would like to rely 
on agency expertise to determine the appropriate balance. 
 

6) In our experience, most colleges and universities are allocating 60 percent or more of their budgets 
to digital advertising. Is Arkansas Tech University open to doing only digital advertising, or would 
you consider working with an agency whose core competency is digital and utilizing a vendor for 
non-traditional media placement? We are open to this. 

 
7) Has Arkansas Tech University done any digital advertising, SEM or social in the past? Yes. 
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8) Have you determined how the budget will be prioritized by audience, and is there a specific amount 
that will be allocated to digital, traditional and print advertising? We would like to rely on agency 
expertise to determine the appropriate balance. 
 

9) Does Arkansas Tech University have a current agency of record? Yes. 
 

10) What audience research do you have available for developing in-depth personas? We will provide 
market tracking research and creative concept focus group testing that we will provide to the 
selected agency.  

 
11) TV. Has the University made the decision to include television no matter what? And if yes, does this 

budget need to include television production or just placement? Production could easily run 
$150,000 + placement costs. It’s an expensive little endeavor. :) We will include television and 
will produce creative in-house. Budget focuses on placement.   
 

12) Media. Does this budget include actual media dollars (purchasing the media) or just 
placement activities (placing the media)? Creative is in house and budget will focus on media 
placement. 
  

13) Target audience. RFP discusses this in-depth.  
 

14) Region specific or national focus. Mostly regional but would be open to national if it made sense.  
 

15) Target time of year. We will work with the selected agency to determine the appropriate 
timelines.  
 

16) Any platform specific "must haves"? No.  
 

17) If creative is in house, should we account in sample budget for production? No.  
 

18) If creative is done in house, will the media campaign require any creative for the digital 
components? No.  

 
19) Would Arkansas Tech University provide access for us to audit existing accounts? 

a. Google Analytics 
b. AdWords 
c. Search Console 
We will provide access to the selected agency. 
 

20) What channels have been used for marketing in the past? We have used traditional and digital 
means.  
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21) Is there past reporting or performance that can be shared? We will share that with the selected 
agency.  
 

22) Who controls technical updates to the website? These are done in-house.  
 

23) Does Arkansas Tech University need more emphasis on online or on-campus? All target audiences 
are valued.  
 

24) Is ATU focused on overall inquiries or inquiries specific to certain program(s)? We have multiple 
goals that will be shared thoroughly with the selected agency.  
 

25) What are the current conversion rates?  
a. Lead-to-start conversion rates 
b. Landing page conversion rates 
c. Online vs campus based 
d. How does Arkansas Tech University measure conversion rates? 

This information will be shared with the selected agency.  
 
26) What is the size of the current prospect email list? Online vs campus. 

a. How many prospects per month (average) does ATU currently receive? 
This information will be shared with the selected agency.  
 
27) What type of comprehensive tracking analysis do you currently use? 
We value data-driven decisions.  
 
28) What additional KPIs can you share that are not outlined in the RFP? 

This information will be shared with the selected agency 
 

29) What is the goal of engaging with elected officials? 
We seek to expand our footprint in the state and region.  
 

30) What are your goals for this relationship and what does a successful relationship look like to you? A 
partner who will help us best utilize resources.  
 

31) Does ATU have any plans to revamp/update the website in the near future? Yes.  
 

32) Can you please share historical marketing concepts & materials to provide an idea of what our 
starting point is? This information will be shared with the selected agency 
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33) What colleges & universities does Arkansas Tech compare itself to? Are there any of these 
universities that have a marketing campaign that you find interesting? We are among the top five 
largest colleges in the state.  
 

34) The RFP mentions that the University has set marketing & communications goals for specific types 
of students, can more information be shared on these goals?  
This information will be shared with the selected agency 
 

35) Will all of the campuses utilize the same marketing advertising campaign? Yes. 
 

36) Can you please clarify the roles of advertising agency versus internal Marcom team? MARCOMM 
will produce creative and the agency will place and assist in optimization.  
 

37) What has instigated this request for proposal? Must be revisited on a regular basis due to state 
law.  
 

38) We would like to better understand the status of Arkansas Tech University brand positioning, brand 
identity and advertising campaigns. See pages of RFP where these items are mentioned: Page 1 
"…assist in raising the stature and reputation…through media buying and positioning." Page 4 
"…developing a current brand campaign that will inform the look and feel…” Page 5 "…may 
undertake a branding exercise [which] may impact the logo, style guide, and other items” We will 
be evaluating all of these with the successful vendor.  
 

39) How does the University feel about the state of its current brand position and visual identity? 
We may undertake a branding exercise and would have more on that in the future.  
 
40) What are your expectations for awarded agency’s role in (re)branding the institution? 
That would be determined based on the results of any branding exercise.  
 
41) What is the geographic distribution of new undergraduate student recruits in AR? (I.e. Percentage 

coming from Little Rock, Ft. Smith, Russellville etc.) Ninety-two  percent of our students come 
from within the state and all 75 counties are represented.  
 

42) Are there specific institutions you traditionally find transfer students come from? What do you 
consider to be your “opportunity markets” for growth, if any?  
This information will discussed in-depth with the selected agency 
 

43) What is the geographic distribution of your alumni? Primarily AR? Where? The largest area of  
alumni is in the state of Arkansas. Dallas is the second area. 
  

44) What age range would you consider your focus for engaging alumni and donors? 67% of our 
alumni have graduate since 1992.  
 

45) We presume this is on both the local, regional and state level – please confirm. Yes.  
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Your RFP mentions that the awarded agency will have experience in conducting marketing research and 
the ability to demonstrate how research shaped and informed subsequent campaigns. What are your 
expectations / needs for research within the $800K scope of work?  
We are interested in making data-driven decisions but don’t foresee a large-scale research need 
during 2017-18. 
 
46) What are the specific deliverables from agency for social, SEO and website graphic design? We 

foresee SEO as the the most important of the three mentioned.     
 

47) Will awarded agency be responsible for trafficking creative to media vendors? Yes.  
 

48) When do you anticipating awarding this contract? We hope to award this before the end of this 
fiscal year.  
 

50) Can you provide a media breakout (by percentage) against your degree programs? 
- What degrees require the most focus/spend? 
- What programs need to see greater response? 
- Which programs will require new focus? 
We will work with the selected agency to determine this moving forward.  
 

51) Pertaining to your digital needs… 
- Is there a percentage of overall media spend allocated to SEO/SEM? 
- Have you seen positive ROI using approaches that include Pandora, Spotify, Facebook? 
We will work with the selected agency to determine this moving forward.  
 

52) Media Spend Overall 
- Can you provide a breakout of media spend, by tactic against each degree program that 

requires a media focus? 
- What target audience requires more/less support? 
- Is there an extended effort for international admissions? 
Is statewide marketing preferred to a large, multi-state recruitment?  
We will work with the selected agency to determine this moving forward.  
 

   53) What is your demographic focus? Age cell breakout?  
        We have students ranging from 18-early 70’s.  

 
   
 
 
 
 
 


